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Abstract
Species extinction risk is accelerating due to anthropogenic climate change, making
it urgent to protect vulnerable species through legal frameworks in order to facilitate
conservation actions that help mitigate risk. Here, we discuss fundamental concepts
for assessing climate change risks to species using the example of the emperor penguin (Aptenodytes forsteri), currently being considered for protection under the US
Endangered Species Act (ESA). This species forms colonies on Antarctic sea ice, which
is projected to significantly decline due to ongoing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
We project the dynamics of all known emperor penguin colonies under different GHG
emission scenarios using a climate-dependent meta-population model including the
effects of extreme climate events based on the observational satellite record of colonies. Assessments for listing species under the ESA require information about how
species resiliency, redundancy and representation (3Rs) will be affected by threats
within the foreseeable future. Our results show that if sea ice declines at the rate
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projected by climate models under current energy system trends and policies, the 3Rs
would be dramatically reduced and almost all colonies would become quasi-extinct
by 2100. We conclude that the species should be listed as threatened under the ESA.
KEYWORDS

climate risk assessments, Endangered Species Act, foreseeable future, population projections,
resiliency, redundancy and representation (3Rs), sea ice projections, species distribution,
treatment of scientific uncertainty
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I NTRO D U C TI O N

islands) during the austral winter around the Antarctic continent
(Figure 1). During the nonbreeding season, remnant fast ice or large

Climate change is increasing the stress on species and ecosystems,

floes in the pack ice (sea ice floes that can move with ocean currents

and climate-related local extinctions are already widespread (Wiens,

or the wind, but which may merge and combine), serve as a platform

2016). Species extinction risk will accelerate with continued global

where adult emperor penguins rest, seek refuge from predators, and

warming, threatening 16%–30% of species under current climate

molt. Emperor penguins also spend much of their time foraging within

policies (Román-Palacios & Wiens, 2020; Urban, 2015). Rapid cuts in

the pack ice, both during the breeding season (Kirkwood & Robertson,

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to limit warming to 1.5°C under the

1997; Wienecke & Robertson, 1997) and post breeding (Goetz et al.,

international Paris Agreement, adopted by 195 parties in 2015, are

2018; Kooyman et al., 2004; Labrousse et al., 2019; Rodary et al.,

by far the most important action for preventing catastrophic species

2000). Sea ice concentration also influences the presence and abun-

losses (IPCC, 2018; Warren et al., 2018). In tandem, conservation

dance of some emperor penguin prey species (Bluhm et al., 2017; La

actions can increase species’ resilience to climate stress including

Mesa et al., 2010; Meyer et al., 2017; Vacchi et al., 2012). Therefore,

protecting important habitat, increasing habitat connectivity, and

variations in sea ice concentration affect the survival and reproduc-

reducing non-climate stressors (Heller & Zavaleta, 2009; Mawdsley

tion of emperor penguins both directly (e.g., early fast sea ice breakup

et al., 2009).

can jeopardize chick survival) and indirectly through the food web.

The US Endangered Species Act (ESA) is the world's strongest

The need for legal recognition and enhanced precautionary

environmental law focused on preventing extinction and facilitating

management for emperor penguins is now urgent, particularly

recovery of imperiled species (Rohlf, 1989). The ESA has increasingly

given continued increases in GHG emissions (Friedlingstein et al.,

been applied to provide protection for species threatened primarily,

2020; Jones et al., 2021; Nisbet et al., 2019). Starting in 2012, the

or in part, by climate change, with the polar bear (Ursus maritimus),

International Union for Conservation of Nature listed the emperor

in 2008, being the first species listed principally due to global warm-

penguin as Near Threatened due to climate change threats (BirdLife

ing (Table 1). For climate-threatened species, listing under the ESA

International, 2021). In 2008, the US Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

mandates use of science-based, enforceable tools to reduce climate

determined that the emperor penguin did not warrant listing under

threats and increase resilience, including habitat protection and re-

the ESA, in part because of uncertainty in future predictions of sea

covery planning by Federal agencies to avoid jeopardizing listed spe-

ice conditions and a lack of significant population decline at the time

cies or adversely modifying their critical habitat, and a prohibition

(US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2008a) (Table 1). Based on new sci-

on killing or harming listed species (Moritz et al., 2008; Povilitis &

entific research, the Center for Biological Diversity petitioned for

Suckling, 2010). For climate-threatened species occurring outside of

protection again in 2011 (Center for Biological Diversity, 2011). The

US jurisdiction, some of these protections do not currently apply,

FWS is now under a court deadline to conduct a full scientific re-

but ESA listing still confers benefits such as promoting research and

view of emperor penguin status and decide whether the listing is

conservation actions (Foley et al., 2017). Further, ESA listing would

warranted by July 2021. Previous modelling efforts to project the

require all US Federal agencies to evaluate and ensure that their ac-

effects of climate change on the status of emperor penguin pop-

tivities do not jeopardize the species or their habitat, which could

ulations (Jenouvrier et al., 2009, 2012, 2014, 2020) were not de-

include limiting GHG emissions for species endangered by climate

signed to provide assessments relevant to any legal framework. The

change. The Services are currently not conducting these analyses

analysis described below is specifically tailored for decision-making

but efforts are underway to change this (Harvard Law School, 2021).

under the ESA, and expands upon previous research by assessing

The emperor penguin (Aptenodytes forsteri) is an iconic species

the effects of annual extreme climate-related perturbations through

threatened by climate change (Trathan et al., 2020). Climate models

exploration of various climate scenarios.

project significant declines in Antarctic sea ice to which the emperor

Extreme events influence species population dynamics and geo-

penguin life cycle is closely tied (Barbraud & Weimerskirch, 2001;

graphic representation (de Pol et al., 2017; Jenouvrier et al., 2015)

Jenouvrier et al., 2012, 2020). Indeed, emperor penguins breed on

which are important criteria in the evaluation of species’ extinction

land-fast sea ice (stable sea ice locked to the coast, ice shelves, or

risk. The most obvious perturbations directly affecting emperor

|
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TA B L E 1 Species considered under the US Endangered Species Act in relation to climate change, showing the year and outcome of the
listing decision, the primary threat to the species related to climate change, the time period used when considering the foreseeable future,
and the agency undertaking the evaluation
Species

Year

Decision

Climate threat

Foreseeable
future

Agency

Polar bear (Ursus maritimus)

2008

Threatened

Sea ice loss

2050

FWS

1

Ref

Emperor penguin (Aptenodytes forsteri)

2008

Not listed

Sea ice loss

2080–2100

FWS

2

Ribbon seal (Histriophoca fasciata)

2008

Not listed

Sea ice loss

2050

NMFS

3

American pika (Ochotona princeps)

2010

Not listed

Temperature rise

2025–2050

FWS

4

Pacific walrus (Odobenus rosmarus divergens)

2011

Warranted but precluded

Sea ice loss

2100

FWS

5

Bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus nauticus)
(Beringia and Okhotsk DPS)

2012

Threatened

Sea ice loss

2100

NMFS

6

Ringed seal (Phoca hispida) (Arctic, Okhotsk,
Baltic, Ladoga subspecies)

2012

Threatened (Arctic, Okhotsk,
Baltic); endangered
(Ladoga)

Sea ice loss

2100

NMFS

7

North American wolverine (Gulo gulo luscus)
(contiguous US DPS)

2013

Proposed listing as threatened
(later withdrawn)

Snowpack loss

2099

FWS

8

20 coral species

2014

Threatened

Ocean warming
and
acidification

2100

NMFS

9

Florida Keys mole skink (Plestiodon egregius
egregius)

2017

Not listed

Sea level rise

2060

FWS

10

ʻIʻiwi (Drepanis coccinea)

2017

Threatened

Temperature rise

2100

FWS

11

Pacific walrus (Odobenus rosmarus divergens)

2017

Not listed

Sea ice loss

2060

FWS

12

Cedar Key mole skink (Plestiodon egregius
insularis)

2018

Not listed

Sea level rise

2050

FWS

13

Meltwater lednian stonefly (Lednia tumana)

2019

Threatened

Glacier loss

2050

FWS

14

Western glacier stonefly (Zapada glacier)

2019

Threatened

Glacier loss

2050

FWS

15

North American wolverine (Gulo gulo luscus)
(contiguous US DPS)

2020

Listing proposal withdrawn

Snowpack loss

38–50 years

FWS

16

Note: 1: USFWS (2008c); 2: USFWS (2008a); 3: NMFS (2008); 4: USFWS (2010); 5: USFWS (2011); 6: NMFS (2012b); 7: NMFS (2012a); 8: USFWS
(2013); 9: NMFS (2014); 10: USFWS (2017c); 11: USFWS (2017d); 12: USFWS (2017c); 13: USFWS (2018b); 14: USFWS (2019); 15: USFWS (2019);
16: USFWS (2020b).
Abbreviations: FWS, US Fish and Wildlife Service; NMFS, National Marine Fisheries Service, DPS, distinct population segment.

penguins’ population viability are late formation and early loss of the

several consecutive seasons (Figure 1). For example, at the second

fast ice on which a given colony is located. The former may delay the

largest colony, Halley Bay (#7, Figure 1) a recent shift in the local

onset of breeding, the latter may reduce breeding success if the fast

environment caused the ice to break up too early for chicks to

ice breaks out before the chicks are ready to fledge. For example, at

fledge successfully for four consecutive seasons (Fretwell & Trathan,

Ledda Bay in the Amundsen Sea (#47 on Figure 1), early break out

2019). Other major perturbations, including the calving of glaciers,

of the fast ice has occurred in multiple years resulting in intermit-

ice tongues, and ice shelves, can compromise fast ice stability, forc-

tent breeding as observed from satellite imagery (LaRue et al., 2015;

ing colonies to relocate (LaRue et al., 2015; e.g., Mertz Glacier #36,

Trathan et al., 2020). Further, late formation of sea ice in the autumn,

Figure 1). There are 18 colonies associated with ice tongues that

can also lead to delayed breeding and/or reduced breeding success,

presently break off every 10–50 years (Figure S1). In addition, when

or the relocation of colonies onto icebergs or ice shelves (Fretwell

ice shelves calve, the formation of very large, tabular icebergs may

et al., 2014; Figure 1). On the other hand, extensive fast ice cover

block penguin access to foraging grounds, potentially disrupting

during the rearing period can reduce breeding success, as breeding

breeding success due to the increased distances to feeding areas

adults are forced to cover long distances on fast ice to reach forag-

and destroying fast ice breeding platforms. This was observed in the

ing grounds, which decreases chick feeding frequencies and growth,

Ross Sea in 2001, when the largest ever recorded iceberg-destroyed

and increases chick mortality (Barbraud et al., 2015; Labrousse et al.,

habitat at Cape Crozier (#44 Figure 1), leading to mortality of both

2021) with important consequences for emperor penguin popula-

chicks and adults, and low breeding performance for several con-

tion recovery (Jenouvrier et al., 2009).

secutive years (the colony failed totally in 2001, and in the years

At some sites, perturbations in local atmospheric or oceanographic conditions have rendered sites uninhabitable, sometimes for

to 2004, reduced chick production ranged from 0% to 40% of the
chicks previously produced in 2000; Kooyman et al., 2007).
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F I G U R E 1 Colony locations where environmental perturbations to emperor penguin breeding sites have been recorded in the satellite
record. These include early sea ice loss, before mid-December, which will result in chick loss and sometimes, total breeding failure. In one
case, Ledda Bay, #47, ice loss is a regular occurrence and breeding is intermittent at this site. A further type of perturbation is glacial calving,
which will lead to colony relocation and, sometimes, total breeding failure (Mertz Glacier, #36). Finally, relocation of the colony onto ice
shelves will often happen when sea ice does not form at the beginning of the breeding season, or breaks up during the season. Breeding on
ice shelves is presumed to take more energy, be more exposed to wind and have a cost to reproductive success. Colony locations are taken
from Fretwell and Trathan (2021)

These observations exemplify extreme changes that we might

emperor penguin as a case study, providing new projections of fu-

expect as ocean and air temperatures warm. Plausibly such perturba-

ture population dynamics and status under a range of emissions sce-

tions may be most evident where the environment is changing rapidly;

narios, factoring in extreme climate events.

however, the fact that large and southern colonies have already experienced such drastic change (Schmidt & Ballard, 2020) suggests the
frequency of similar events may increase in the future. As we currently

2
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lack information to accurately estimate the frequency and amplitude
of these perturbations and how they will change in the future, we de-

Our new analysis builds upon past work (Jenouvrier et al., 2010,

veloped four new conservative demographic extreme event scenarios.

2012, 2014, 2017, 2020), but integrates recent published knowledge

Importantly, as emperor penguin movements between colonies in re-

about colony dynamics including models that reflect extreme pertur-

sponse to these stochastic and extreme events influence population

bations, something hitherto not included. Specifically, our model in-

dynamics (Jenouvrier et al., 2017), we also consider nine dispersal sce-

cludes the effect of sea ice concentrations on vital rates (survival and

narios combining different dispersal rates, behaviors, and distances.

reproduction) and accounts for differences in the impact of sea ice

This analysis is relevant to other species endangered by climate

concentrations on adult survival for males and females to project the

change that may be considered for protection under legal frame-

intrinsic population growth rate at each colony (Figure S2). In addition,

works globally. We discuss fundamental concepts to do with cli-

a meta-population model is used to describe the demography and dis-

mate risk assessments for species, including the selection of climate

persal behaviors of emperor penguins across their Antarctic range

models and GHG emission scenarios to evaluate climate threats, the

(Jenouvrier et al., 2017, 2020). Our analysis of the impact of sea ice

treatment of scientific uncertainty, the meaning of what constitutes

concentration on emperor population dynamics at each colony uses

a foreseeable future, and the conservation biology principles of re-

as much information as is available. Despite advancement in satellite

siliency, redundancy, and representation for evaluating extinction

imagery, assessment of some relevant sea ice features at each colony

risk in response to climate threats. We apply these concepts to the

are not available (e.g., fast ice, polynya, and presence of icebergs),

JENOUVRIER et al.
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which influence breeding, feeding, and foraging of emperor penguins.

the agency would assume conditions similar to the status quo until

Current Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs),

new information suggests a change is appropriate, and therefore

on which our sea ice environment projections are based, do not rep-

would use Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 as

resent these sea ice features and project sea ice concentrations over

representing the trajectory under current policies (National Marine

relatively coarse spatial grids (100- to 200-km resolution). Hence, to

Fisheries Service, 2016) (Figure 2). This is consistent with Schwalm,

link our meta-population model to the output of AOGCMs, we use sea

Huntzinger, et al. (2020) who recommended that RCP8.5 be used

ice concentration anomalies over similarly large spatial scales around

for assessing the climate and future risks, at least through to mid-

each colony (see details in Jenouvrier et al., 2012; Section 2.3).

century, given what is presently known about biotic feedbacks, the
current GHG emission path, and the success of past forecasts to an-

2.1 | Climate projections
2.1.1 | Emissions scenarios

ticipate human behavior. The total cumulative CO2 emissions since
2005 projected under RCP8.5 by 2020 are in close agreement with
historical observed total cumulative CO2 emissions (Schwalm et al.,
2020a). In addition, the total cumulative CO2 emissions since 2005
projected under RCP8.5 by 2050 agree well with energy forecasts

In its 2016 guidance on ESA decisions involving species affected by

under current and stated policies by 2050, with still highly plausible

climate change, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) deter-

levels of CO2 emissions by 2100 (Schwalm et al., 2020a). In contrast,

mined that for significant uncertainty in future emission trajectories,

RCP4.5 provides an underestimate of physical climate risk (Schwalm

F I G U R E 2 Comparison of climate scenarios with the global mean temperature targets under current policies. The thermometer comes
from the Climate Action Tracker (Stockwell et al., 2021), which is an independent scientific analysis to quantify and evaluate climate change
mitigation commitments, and assess whether countries are on track for meeting them. For the climate scenarios (orange, green, and yellow
boxes), the likely range of global mean temperature values are the global warming increase (°C) projections from the Fifth Assessment
Report Table SPM-2 in: Summary for Policymakers corrected to be relative to pre-industrial level (Stocker et al., 2013). For RCP scenarios,
it is the mean and likely range for 2081–2100, and for the new climate scenario, it is the mean and likely range for 2046–2065. In the text
we refer to each scenario by the mean temperature, for example, for RCP4.5 we refer to it as the 2.4°C Scenario. In addition, we used two
climate change scenarios meeting the Paris Agreement objectives that produce stable equilibrium global mean temperature at 1.5 and 2.0°C
above pre-industrial levels (horizontal lines, Sanderson et al., 2017). The blue boxes represent the likely range of global median temperature
values provided by the Climate Action Tracker analysis in May 2021 to provide the likelihood of temperature goals being met under various
policy scenarios. RCP, Representative Concentration Pathway
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et al., 2020a). Here we used five emission scenarios to project the

season for colonies located in the west Pacific Ocean, where the larg-

population dynamics of emperor penguins to place bounds on

est differences occur between the averaged sea ice concentrations

socio-economic uncertainties, including two scenarios to examine

simulated by CESM and observations (Jenouvrier et al., 2020).

the temporal climate dynamics that would result from meeting the
Paris Agreement objectives (Sanderson et al., 2017). We refer to
these various scenario by the projected global warming increase (°C)

2.1.3 | Sea ice projections

above pre-industrial levels: Scenario 4.3°C [RCP8.5], Scenario 2.6°C
[new scenario, see Section 2.1.3], Scenario 2.4°C [RCP4.5], Scenario

The sea ice concentrations used as inputs to the meta-population

2.0°C [Paris <2.0°C] and Scenario 1.5°C [Paris 1.5°C].

models are obtained from several sets of ensemble simulations
from the CESM1 with the Community Atmosphere Model version 5
(Hurrell et al., 2013) (CESM1–C AM5). These include the CESM1 Large

2.1.2 | AOGCMs climate outputs

Ensemble (Kay et al., 2015) with 40 ensemble members from 1920 to
2100 which are run with the RCP8.5 emissions scenario from 2005

The climate outputs from multiple AOGCMs are publicly available in a

to 2100 [4.3°C Scenario]; the CESM1 Medium Ensemble (Sanderson

standardized format on the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project

et al., 2018) which includes 15 ensemble members from 2005 to

(CMIP) website (https://www.wcrp-climate.org/). CMIP5 provides a

2080 forced with the RCP4.5 emissions scenario [2.4°C Scenario];

framework for coordinated climate change experiments for assess-

and Paris target ensembles run from 2005 to 2100 which are de-

ment in the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report in 2014 using four RCPs

signed to reach 1.5 and 2°C global warming by 2100 (Sanderson

describing future GHG concentration trajectories based on socio-

et al., 2017). These specialized sets of large ensemble and Paris tar-

economic assumptions. Other recent GHG emissions forcing scenarios

get experiments are not available from other AOGCMs and thus we

have been developed and used for climate projections in CMIP6 for

only use CESM1–C AM5 simulated ice concentrations for our analy-

the Sixth Assessment Report due to be released in 2022 (Hausfather &

sis. Therefore, we are not able to consider the influence of climate

Peters, 2020a). These “Shared Socioeconomic Pathways” (O’Neill et al.,

model structural uncertainty associated with the variations in simu-

2016) differ in the future time series of specific prescribed climate forc-

lated sea ice concentration across different AOGCMs. Nevertheless,

ers, such as GHG and aerosol emissions, but bracket the same radiative

when compared to observational products, CESM1 produces a good

forcing range (i.e., global heat gained by the Earth System) as the RCP

simulation of the annual cycle of total Antarctic sea ice extent (Eayrs

scenarios. Large ensemble simulations using Shared Socioeconomic

et al., 2020), associated melt and growth rates (Eayrs et al., 2020),

Pathways scenarios were not available at the time of our penguin as-

and processes, such as wind variations, that drive sea ice variability

sessment; thus, we use climate projections driven with RCP emissions

(e.g., Landrum et al., 2017), making it a useful tool for our analysis.

forcing and special Paris Target emissions instead.

To account for resilience in sea ice processes (Ridley et al., 2012),

To diagnose uncertainties related to natural climate variability—a

we developed a new climate scenario [Scenario 2.6°C] which conserva-

noise from unforced variability generated internally within the cli-

tively assumes that sea ice concentrations will remain at a steady level

mate system (e.g., weather) or associated with external forces to the

for 50 years from 2050 to 2100 (Figure 3). Indeed, Ridley et al. (2012)

climate system (e.g., volcanoes)—require multiple climate ensemble

suggested that sea ice will continue to decline for ~20 years and that

members from a single AOGCM. We also wanted to use emission sce-

sea ice loss pause for an additional ~30 years after the maximum global

narios specifically designed to assess the Paris Climate Agreement

temperature is reached. Estimating such loss requires specific climate

targets. Large ensembles and simulations with specialized Paris

experiments that are beyond the scope of our study. Hence, to con-

Target scenario emissions scenarios are not typically available from

struct such sea ice forecasts from 2050 to 2100, sea ice concentrations

CMIP AOGCMs but have been performed for the Community Earth

are sampled randomly from 2045 to 2055 concentrations simulated by

System Model, version 1 (CESM1). Therefore, we use results exclu-

the CESM1 large ensemble under RCP8.5 emissions, as the total cu-

sively from the CESM1 as discussed further below.

mulative CO2 emissions consistent with RCP8.5 are in close agreement

The population growth rates are largely influenced by the
Antarctic sea ice concentrations during the laying season (April–

with historical total cumulative CO2 emissions and the best match out
to 2050 under current and stated policies (Schwalm et al., 2020a).

May), which are very well simulated in the CESM model. While there
are some biases in the sea ice average projected by CESM for the
colonies located in the eastern Weddell Sea and in the west Pacific

2.2 | Population projections of emperor penguin

Ocean during non-breeding (January–March), the population growth
rate is not influenced by these local and seasonal sea ice concentra-

2.2.1 | Sea ice-dependent meta-population models

tions (Jenouvrier et al., 2020). In comparison, the growth rate is highly
influenced by sea ice concentrations during the chick-rearing season

The sea ice-dependent meta-population model projects the popula-

(August–December), but the magnitude of the population growth rate

tion size at each colony from 2009 to 2100 (except for Scenario 2.4°C

response to sea ice varies considerably amongst colonies and years.

[RCP4.5] for which CESM climate outputs are available only until

There is little impact of sea ice concentrations during the rearing

2080), hence, allowing assessment of the conservation status at each

|
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>1.5°C
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2050
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2070

2080

2090
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Years
F I G U R E 3 Sea ice concentration anomalies relative to historical level for each climate scenario (colored lines; orange—Scenario 4.3°C
[RCP8.5], yellow—Scenario 2.6°C [new scenario], green—Scenario 2.4°C [RCP4.5], blue—Scenario 2.0°C [Paris >2.0°C] and purple—
Scenario 1.5°C [Paris 1.5°C]) projected from the Community Earth System Model from 2009 to 2100 (except for Scenario 2.4°C [RCP4.5]
as projections are available only to 2080). The median and 90% confidence envelope are calculated across all seasons of the penguin life
cycle and across all emperor penguin colonies. The zero black horizontal line is provided to assess the decreasing trend over time. RCP,
Representative Concentration Pathway

colony, and the regional and global population sizes. Here, we pre-

2. Extreme events with the historical observed frequency that will

sent for the first time the regional population projections and Table

reduce adult survival by 10% and produce a complete breeding

S1 shows the details of the colony name included in each of the five

failure at a colony in a given year;

regions. This model was built over a decade of research (Jenouvrier

3. Extreme events that will increase in frequency in the future pro-

et al., 2010, 2012, 2014, 2017; see Supplementary Methods) based on

portionally to the loss of sea ice and produce a complete breeding

long-term dataset on breeding emperor penguins at Pointe Géologie

failure at a colony in a given year;

(#35, Figure 1). This colony has been monitored every year from 1962

4. Extreme events that will increase in frequency in the future propor-

onwards allowing the estimation of breeding success and breeding

tionally to the loss of sea ice and will reduce adult survival by 10%

pair number (Barbraud & Weimerskirch, 2001). Survival estimates are

and produce a complete breeding failure at a colony in a given year.

based on individual longitudinal data from capture–recapture dataset from 1968 to 2000 (see details in Jenouvrier et al., 2012). In a

We consider five different plausible future emission scenarios

nutshell, this sea ice-dependent meta-population model includes nine

with associated projected changes in sea ice habitat, and account

dispersal scenarios combining different dispersal rates, behaviors,

for the uncertainties in both climate and demographic processes

and distances. Specifically, it assumes that individuals only emigrate

resulting in 180 scenarios (5 climate scenarios × 4 extreme event

from poor-quality breeding sites when environmental conditions lead

scenarios × 9 dispersal scenarios) and 360,000 simulated population

to negative intrinsic population growth rate (Jenouvrier et al., 2017;

trajectories.

Figure S2). With an informed search, using information gained while
searching, individuals select breeding habitats that maximize fitness
within a specific dispersal range; this behavior occurs among some

2.2.2 | Frequency of extreme events

colonial seabirds that prospect for breeding sites using the presence
and reproductive success of residents (Doligez et al., 2002). In con-

To estimate the frequency of extreme events, we calculated true ab-

trast, random search behavior results in undirected movements with

sence for the number of colonies during the last 10 years using very

respect to habitat quality. The short-distance dispersal scenario al-

high-resolution satellite imagery. It is important to note that this is a

lows for regional movements among colonies, while long-distance dis-

conservative estimate, as complete breeding failure may occur at colo-

persal creates a more connected meta-population across the entire

nies even while breeding pairs may be still present at the colony (e.g.,

range (see Jenouvrier et al., 2017 for more details).

in 2013 at Pointe Géologie #35; Barbraud et al., 2015), hence, such

In addition, here, we develop four scenarios of extreme environ-

extreme events are not detected from satellite imagery. As a conse-

mental pertations:

quence, a true absence of a colony underestimates the frequency of

1. Extreme events with the historical observed frequency that will

the number of colony absences across all colonies across all years di-

produce a complete breeding failure at a colony in a given year;

vided by the total number of colonies × years (M. LaRue, S. Labrousse,

complete breeding failure. We estimated a frequency of f = 3.6% as
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P. Fretwell, P. Trathan, D. Ortega, R. Foster-Dyer, M. Nixon, E. Devane,

These demographic rates are included in a nonlinear, stochastic, sea

B. Horstman, L. Viollat, & S. Jenouvrier, unpublished data).

ice-dependent, two-sex, stage-classified matrix A to project the

For scenario 1 where historical extreme events caused complete

intrinsic growth rate of the population (Figure S2; Supplementary

breeding failures, we assume that f is constant throughout the cen-

Methods). Here, we associate each environmental state (extreme or

tury, and we sample extreme events within a binomial distribution

not) with a set of population matrices based on the occurrence of

with probability f. To account for the fact that this frequency of ex-

extreme events: AEX [AEX1, … AEXk], with k the number of extreme

treme events may change with future global warming, we assume

climate years, and AORD includes all other non-extreme years. In the

that the future frequency increase is likely proportional to sea ice

set of AEX the reproduction is reduced to zero and adult survival may

concentration decline. First, we calculated the sea ice concentra-

be reduced by 10% in the case of extreme events that affect both

tion threshold Tsi that corresponds to the observed frequency of

survival and reproduction. We do not account for the fact that for

extreme events f during the 10-year historical period for laying or

many perturbations major consequences may last for several years

rearing seasons. Second, we classified each year as extreme or not,

(e.g., giant iceberg; Kooyman et al., 2007). Hence, our scenarios un-

by comparing the sea ice concentration in that year to Tsi. If sea ice

derestimate the consequences of lower reproduction and the cost of

concentrations are lower than Tsi, we sample into a binomial distri-

relocation on both reproduction and likely survival in the consecu-

bution with a probability of 50%, an event about as likely as not,

tive years following a major perturbation.

to characterize if such an event is extreme or not. This allows us
to account for uncertainties in our assumption that extreme events
frequency is related to sea ice, but as a consequence reduces the
frequency of extreme events by half during the historical period.

2.2.4 | The 3Rs: Resiliency, redundancy and
representation
Under the Species Status Assessment framework developed by

2.2.3 | Impact of extreme events on reproduction
and survival

the USFWS, the status of a species is evaluated with respect to
resiliency, redundancy, and representation, also known as the 3Rs
(Redford et al., 2011; Shaffer & Stein, 2000; Wolf et al., 2015).

In our population model, both reproduction and survival depend

Resiliency is associated with population size, growth rate, and habi-

upon sea ice concentrations (see Jenouvrier et al., 2012 for details).

tat quality. The percent median global population decline relative to
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F I G U R E 4 Total number of breeding pairs of emperor penguins from 2009 to 2100 projected for various climate scenarios (panels—
Scenario 4.3°C [RCP8.5], Scenario 2.6°C C [new scenario], Scenario 2.4°C [RCP4.5], Scenario 1.5°C [Paris 1.5°C]) for various demographic
scenarios of extreme events (colored lines). RCP, Representative Concentration Pathway
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its initial size (Table S2; Figure 4), which is a function of the habi-

extended to all other colonies, with sea ice concentrations measured

tat quality (measured as the intrinsic growth rate [Figure S2] in our

over large spatial scales (Jenouvrier et al., 2014). The species has

model) in our model was used to describe resiliency in the Species

existed over geological time, surviving previous glacial and intergla-

Status Assessment. Representation is related to distribution within

cial periods probably by migrating to suitable habitat as conditions

the species’ ecological settings and we used the number of ecologi-

change (Younger et al., 2015, 2017). In addition, within the 13 years

cal settings, that is, regions, with suitable habitat (population growth

(2009−2021) of the satellite record, at least 9 of ~61 colonies are

rate of regional population size >0) (Table S2; Figure 5). To charac-

known to “blink” (disappear in some years, reappear in others, such

terize redundancy, which is related to the number, distribution, and

as Ledda Bay, #47 Figure 1). Therefore, we include individual dis-

resilience of populations, we used the proportion of quasi-extinct

persive behaviors and extreme perturbations that were documented

colonies across the entire continent (Table S2; Figure 6). We scale up

using satellite imagery (Trathan et al., 2020) in our metapopulation

these values between 0% and 100%.

model to capture these potential dynamics observed over geological and historical scales (Cole et al., 2019). Importantly, our model
includes multiple sources of stochasticity and uncertainties related

2.3 | Uncertainties in projections

to climate and demography (Jenouvrier et al., 2012, 2020), including
the chaotic temporal evolution of the coupled ocean–atmosphere

Our population viability analyses are projections; they are expressed

system (“natural variability”), and demographic parameter “unex-

as conditional statements based on the structure of the model pro-

plained” temporal variance in demographic rates that are not ac-

ducing the results. Here we link climate models to a species life

counted for by sea ice (Jenouvrier et al., 2020).

cycle model, with long-term and statistically rigorous estimates of

Our model makes assumptions about the ecology of emperor

the functional relationship between sea ice concentrations and vital

penguins based on over 60 years of research (see discussion in

rates (reproduction, survival, etc.) at Pointe Géologie (#35 Table S1),

Jenouvrier et al., 2014). It assumes ecological carrying capacity
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F I G U R E 5 Regional number of breeding pairs of emperor penguins from 2009 to 2100 projected for two climate scenarios (plain lines
4.3°C Scenario [RCP8.5]; dotted line 1.5°C [Paris 1.5°C]) for various demographic scenarios of extreme events (colored lines) and regions
(panels). RCP, Representative Concentration Pathway
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No extreme events

2018), new species may colonize high-latitude waters, constituting
new resources for opportunistic foraging (Trathan et al., 2020) by

Population decline
IO

WS

emperor penguins. Emperor penguins breed on unstable habitat.
> 30%
unlikely

Vulnerable Endangered
>30%
>50%

Quasiextinct
>90%

BS

etc.). Thus, although the species may adapt in part, it is uncertain

PO
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whether this is a long-term solution as birds would still be subject
–25

Historical extreme
on reproduction

sometime possible, but most likely will result in higher energy expenditure (longer foraging trips, greater exposure to cold and wind,

Annual mean change of SIC
(2021–2050)
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When sea ice is sub-optimal, breeding on land or on ice shelves is

–20

–15

–10

–5

0%

Historical extreme
on reproduction and survival

to the consequences of an altered food web. With time, many uncertainties will decrease as the response of emperor penguins to
climate change becomes progressively apparent.
Accurate measurement and modelling of environmental features
that directly affect emperor penguin life cycle, such as fast ice extent

IO

WS
BS

IO

WS

2021), and these features are not projected by AOGCMs. Trends in
overall sea ice extent (largely contributed by the trend in pack ice ex-

BS

AS

tent) are potentially independent of what might be happening with

AS
PO

RS

remains challenging, especially at the circumpolar scale (Fraser et al.,

RS

PO

coastal fast ice: for example, altered winds may lead to more extensive large-scale sea ice, but possibly reduced fast ice (Ainley et al.,
2010). Understanding and projecting fast ice is still limited by a pau-

Sea ice-related extreme
on reproduction

Sea ice-related extreme
on reproduction and survival

city of studies investigating the role of environmental factors driving
fast ice changes, most of which consider only one-dimensional (i.e.,
thermodynamic) drivers of fast ice thickness (Brett et al., 2020; Heil,
2006; Hoppmann et al., 2015; Lei et al., 2010), and do not consider

IO

WS

IO

WS

both fast ice trends and processes driving them, such as the pro-

BS

BS

found and unpredictable effects that large tabular icebergs can have
on regional fast ice extent (Fogwill et al., 2016). Nevertheless, an

AS

AS
RS

PO

fast ice extent/distribution. Moreover, other complexities affect

RS

PO

analysis of circumpolar fast ice extent shows similarities with overall
sea ice extent (Fraser et al., 2021), suggesting that in the long term,
sea ice extent and sea ice concentrations at the large scale probably
determines the ultimate condition of fast ice as a breeding platform

F I G U R E 6 Conservation status of emperor penguin colonies
by 2080 and annual mean change of sea ice concentration
(SIC) between the 20th and mid-21st centuries for the 2.6°C
Scenario. Panels show each extreme events scenario with all
dispersive scenarios combined. SIC projections were obtained
from the Community Earth System Model. Dots show the
location of colonies (Figure 1; Table S2). Dot colors show the
projected International Union for Conservation of Nature Red
List conservation status. Following Jenouvrier et al. (2014, 2020),
“vulnerable” (green) is a likely population decline by more than
30%; “endangered” (yellow) is a likely population decline by more
than 50%; “quasi-extinct” (red) is a likely population decline by
more than 90%. Blue color refers to populations that are not likely
to decline by more than 30%. A likely outcome is defined by IPCC
as a probability >66%. AS, Amundsen Sea; BS, Bellingshausen Sea;
IO, Indian Ocean; RS, Ross Sea; WPO, Western Pacific Ocean; WS,
Weddell Sea

for penguins. Future work should entail a better understanding of
the projected changes in Antarctic fast ice dynamics, and other sea
ice features such as icebergs and ice tongues, that ultimately affect
the emperor penguin habitat.
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R E S U LT S A N D D I S CU S S I O N

Scientific advice to decision-m akers should be tailored to the applicable policies and laws governing decision-m aking. Here we
present important concepts related to the protection of species
endangered by climate change, using as an example the emperor
penguin, a flagship species threatened by sea ice decline. We
develop a framework specifically tailored to the needs of the
ESA and consider fundamental concepts for assessing species’
climate change-d riven extinction risk (e.g., foreseeable future,

remains constant over time (Jenouvrier et al., 2017). However, a

3Rs, Figure 7). This study provides the “best available science”

probable impact of sea ice loss will be on Antarctic trophic food web

for projecting emperor penguin populations in the context of

structure, including on emperor penguin prey. Decreased foraging

future climate change. We include new information about the

habitat and availability (or abundance) of prey will reduce carrying

impact of environmental perturbation on colony dynamics and

capacity. On the other hand, as in the Arctic (Kaartvedt & Titelman,

a new climate scenario accounting for the resiliency of sea ice,
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F I G U R E 7 Steps for assessing species’ climate change-driven extinction risk under the ESA. Note 1 refers to Foden et al. (2019)
while limiting uncertainties in socio-e conomic pathways by using

provide these projections (Jenouvrier, 2013; Stock et al., 2011) and

2050 sea ice levels (Figures 2 and 3). The study was designed

have been shown to skillfully predict observed changes in the cli-

to assess the 3Rs (Figures 8–10) and inform policymakers about

mate system over the last several decades (Buis, 2020). However,

whether the emperor penguin warrants listing under the ESA and

while the models are proficient, they have biases and uncertainties

we discuss recommendations and ESA protections for emperor

that need to be considered (Knutti, 2008) (Section 2).

penguin.

In addition to evaluating AOGCM model performance, future
policy decisions must be based on a range of possible emission sce-

3.1 | Climate risk assessment

narios resulting from current and projected energy system trends
and policies, as well as the species responses in relation to such
scenarios. A range of emissions scenarios (including Representative

Assessing risk to species due to climate change requires projections

Concentration Pathways, Shared Socioeconomic Pathways, and

of future environmental conditions, which are subject to plausi-

special scenarios) that reach different levels of radiative forcing

ble emissions scenarios (Figure 7). AOGCMs are the best tools to

over the 21st century are available. Figure 2 shows the results of
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F I G U R E 8 Projected resiliency, redundancy and representation which describe the demography, spatial distribution, and the diversity
of ecological settings for emperor penguins, shown at decadal scales between 2050 and 2100 under different greenhouse gas emission
scenarios (Scenario 4.3°C [RCP8.5], Scenario 2.6°C [new scenario], Scenario 2.4°C [RCP4.5], Scenario 1.5°C [Paris 1.5°C]). For each time
period and each emission scenario, different extreme event scenarios are shown (pale bars—no extreme events, mid-color bars—extreme
events affecting reproduction, and dark bars—sea ice extreme events affecting reproduction). Each R is expressed in percentage and the
3Rs is the arithmetic average of those three percentages. RCP, Representative Concentration Pathway

Uncertainties in socio-economic pathways
Uncertainties in forced signal of climate change
Uncertainties in the climate-driven population response
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F I G U R E 9 Projected 3Rs (Resiliency, Redundancy, and Representation in %) for emperor penguins at decadal scales between 2050 and
2100 under different greenhouse gas emission scenarios (Scenario 4.3°C [RCP8.5], Scenario 2.6°C [new scenario], Scenario 2.4°C [RCP4.5],
Scenario 2.0°C [Paris >2.0°C] and Scenario 1.5°C [Paris 1.5°C]). A graphic depiction is shown (triangles) for the increasing uncertainty over
future socio-economic pathways, and decreasing uncertainties for the directionality of climate change (forcing signals in climate change) and
climate-driven signals in population declines. RCP, Representative Concentration Pathway
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3Rs
Global population decline by
more than 1/3,
1 or 2 suitable ecological settings,
more than 2/3 colonies are
quasi-extinct

50
40
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Global population decline by
more than 2/3,
no suitable ecological settings,
more than 3/4 colonies are
quasi-extinct
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Species is quasi-extinct:
Global population decline by
more than 92%,
no suitable ecological settings,
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F I G U R E 1 0 Projected 3Rs at different average global temperature increases. Those average global temperature increases correspond to
the global mean temperature values from the Fifth Assessment Report global warming increase (°C) projections corrected to be relative to
pre-industrial level for 2081–2100, and for 2046–2065 (Figure 2). The colors refer to the Climate Action Tracker thermometer from Figure
2. The percentage thresholds (horizontal plain and dotted lines) are arbitrary but illustrate some decline in global population size, numbers of
quasi-extinct colonies and ecological settings (see text)

the Climate Action Tracker (Stockwell et al., 2021) analysis, which

While there is a debate about which scenario is most relevant

tracks progress toward reaching global climate targets under the

for climate risk assessment studies, emissions scenarios have not di-

Paris Agreement. The emissions pledges and targets pathway

verged that much by 2050, but do so more during the second half of

that includes governments’ Nationally Determined Contributions

the century with increasing uncertainties in socio-economic path-

and some long-term targets has an 78% probability of exceeding

ways (Hausfather & Peters, 2020b; Schwalm et al., 2020a, 2020b).

2°C, while the current policy pathways have a >97% probability of

Given this, the choice of scenario is less of an issue when only look-

exceeding 2°C. The effect of net zero emissions targets adopted

ing at sea ice concentration projections to 2050 (Figure 3), and our

or under discussion in 131 countries could result in a warming as

new scenario is an optimistic projection as it assumes that sea ice

low as 2.0°C by 2100 (Figure 2). Recent climate actions, includ-

loss pauses at 2050 values and remains at these levels out to 2100.

ing the announcements at US President Biden's Leaders Summit

As there is little consensus on the likelihood of GHG emissions sce-

on Climate, have improved the Climate Action Tracker's warming

narios, we account for uncertainties in socio-economic pathways

estimate by 0.2°C in May 2021 and targets are now estimated to

by using several emissions scenarios, recognizing that climate as-

be 2.4°C.

sessments under the ESA should use an emissions scenario that

Our new scenario (2.6°C; Figures 2 and 3) is intended to demonstrate probable effects on sea ice and therefore emperor penguins

represents the trajectory under current policies (National Marine
Fisheries Service, 2016).

by 2100 if governments act now to control GHG emissions by 2050.
This optimistic scenario reflects the current window of opportunity,
demonstrating that even with immediate positive action, inherent
lags in the climate system will continue to have impacts into the fu-

3.2 | Factors for assessing species’ climate risk
under the ESA

ture once carbon neutrality is reached. The 2.6°C scenario developed here assumes that CO2 emissions are in accord with RCP 8.5

Two US agencies (collectively, “the Services”) implement the ESA:

scenarios until 2050 for which emissions are in closest agreement

the FWS manages land and freshwater species whereas NMFS

with historical total cumulative CO2 emissions and is the best match

manages most marine and anadromous species. Species may be

until the mid-century under current and stated policies (Schwalm

listed under the ESA as endangered or threatened depending

et al., 2020a) (Section 2). To consider a longer time horizon under

upon the level and timeframe of threats. “Endangered” means the

this new scenario, we extended the sea ice projections from 2050

species “is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant

to 2100 by assuming that sea ice decline will pause for the next

portion of its range” (Endangered Species Act, 1973a), whereas

50 years due to the lagged responses of sea ice to GHG emissions

“threatened” means the species is “likely to become an endan-

(Section 2). Indeed, Ridley and Hewitt (2014) showed that minimum

gered species within the foreseeable future” in all or a significant

extents of Antarctic sea ice lags behind peak concentrations of CO2

portion of its range (Endangered Species Act, 1973b). The threat-

by ~20 years, followed by a 30 year pause in sea ice decline, while

ened category and its consideration of the foreseeable future is

atmospheric concentrations of CO2 would return to preindustrial

of particular relevance to climate-affected species that may not

levels.

currently be in danger of extinction, but are projected to become
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endangered in the future as climate threats increase in all or por-

ringed seal (Phoca hispida) and bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus)

tions of their range. In making listing decisions, relevant agencies

(Table 1). Continuing inconsistencies in timeframe appear to be re-

must assess the status and threats to species relying solely on the

lated to decision-making by different agencies. For example, listings

best scientific and commercial data available (Endangered Species

for climate-threatened species made by NMFS have been based

Act, 1973c).

on a 2100 timeframe (ringed seal, bearded seal, 20 coral species;
Table 1), whereas FWS used a 2050 timeframe for three of the
four species listed to date (polar bear, meltwater lednian stonefly

3.2.1 | Best-available science and scientific
uncertainty

(Lednia tumana), western glacier stonefly (Zapada glacier)) while using
2100 for ‘i'iwi (Drepanis coccinea). NMFS has repeatedly concluded
that climate projections through 2100 represent the best scientific

The ESA requires that listing decisions be based on the best avail-

data to inform the assessment of climate change impacts (National

able science (Endangered Species Act, 1973c) rather than conclusive

Marine Fisheries Service, 2012, 2014). In explaining a foreseeable

evidence (U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, 1997).

future through 2100, NMFS emphasized that, while the magnitude

This requirement is particularly relevant for climate threat assess-

of warming is influenced by the assumed emissions scenario, trends

ments that rely on climate and ecological projections that have in-

in warming through the end of the century are “clear and unidirec-

herent variability and uncertainty. Despite the ESA’s intent to give

tional” under all climate projections and considered emissions sce-

“the benefit of the doubt to the species” (United States Court of

narios (National Marine Fisheries Service, 2012, 2014).

Appeals et al., 1988), the Services have, in multiple cases, relied on

Critically, climate change resulting from increases in CO2 emis-

uncertainties in climate projections, projected habitat change, and

sions is largely irreversible for up to 1000 years after emissions

species’ adaptive capacity as a basis to deny listing (National Marine

cease (Solomon et al., 2009). For the emperor penguin, we empha-

Fisheries Service, 2008; US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2008b, 2010,

size that even if humankind stopped emitting any GHGs today, the

2017a, 2017b, 2018a, 2020a) (Table 1).

lag effect due to atmospheric attenuation means that climate change
will continue to affect sea ice well into the future (Figure 3). Even
though we recommend that foreseeable future for species endan-

3.2.2 | Foreseeable future for evaluating
climate threats

gered by climate change should be considered to extend to at least
2100, consistent with other studies (Li et al., 2020), here, we also
include results for shorter time periods to highlight the increasing

The ESA does not define “foreseeable future”, and the Services’ in-

threat over time.

terpretations have changed over time (Li et al., 2020). According to
the law's intent, foreseeable future concerns the “ability to forecast
population trends” so that species can be protected “before the danger [of extinction] becomes imminent” (U.S. Senate, 1973). In 2009,

3.2.3 | 3Rs: Resiliency, redundancy, and
representation

the Department of Interior interpreted “foreseeable future” as the
timeframe over which the Services can “reasonably rely on predic-

In 2016, the FWS formalized a Species Status Assessment process

tions about the future in making determinations about the future

to support ESA decision-making, including listing decisions (Smith

conservation status of the species” (Department of Interior, 2009).

et al., 2018; US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2016). Under this frame-

In 2016 FWS recommended using a time period “long enough to

work, the current and future statuses of the species are evaluated

encompass multiple generations so the species responses can be

with respect to the 3Rs: resiliency, redundancy, and representa-

predicted” and “appropriate for the information available on the

tion (Redford et al., 2011; Shaffer & Stein, 2000; Wolf et al., 2015).

stressors and conservation efforts that are likely to occur and pre-

The FWS does not specify minimum acceptable thresholds for the

dictions of the species responses to these future environmental

3Rs, but defines resiliency as the ability to withstand stochastic

changes” (US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2016). In 2019 the Services

disturbance, which may be measured through population size,

finalized regulations, currently being challenged in court, that de-

growth rate, and connectivity among populations. Redundancy

fined the foreseeable future for the first time as “only so far into the

describes the ability to withstand catastrophic events, and con-

future as the Services can reasonably determine that both the future

siders the number, distribution, resiliency, and connectivity of

threats and the species’ responses to those threats are likely,” where

populations. Representation describes the ability to adapt to

likely means “more likely than not” (US Fish and Wildlife Service and

changing environmental conditions, and is related to capturing the

National Marine Fisheries Service, 2019).

geographic, genetic, and life history variation that exists across

The Services defined foreseeable future for climate threats as

the species’ ecological settings. Together, the 3Rs encompass the

2050 for the polar bear, but subsequently increased the foresee-

aspects that contribute to species persistence (e.g., demography,

able future timeframe to 2100 for other climate-threatened spe-

spatial distribution, diversity) and are important for assessing cli-

cies including the Pacific walrus (Odobenus rosmarus divergens),

mate threats in the foreseeable future.
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3.3 | Threats to emperor penguins: Loss of sea ice
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3.4 | Extreme climate events and colony
dynamics of emperor penguins

Given the species’ reliance upon sea ice for breeding, molting, and
feeding, the most important threat for emperor penguins is cli-

Major perturbations at emperor penguin colonies affect the size of

mate change, which would lead to Antarctic sea ice losses over

the vital rates and breeding population, and consequently species’

this century (Ainley et al., 2010; Trathan et al., 2020). To fore-

3Rs. Extreme events magnify global population declines (Figure 4),

cast species responses to climate change, it is critical to evaluate

especially if they affect both reproduction and survival. The largest

model performance and account for uncertainties in climate pro-

differences between the global population medians projected with

cesses (Dietze, 2017). From 1979 to 2018, climate models typi-

or without extreme events occur between 2060 and 2080, under

cally simulate loss of Antarctic sea ice while observations showed

the 4.3°C Scenario and the 2.6°C Scenario, with a percent decrease

little change (Roach et al., 2020; Turner et al., 2013). AOGCMs

of the global population size of at least 50% relative to a scenario

that simulate large ice loss exhibit stronger-t han-o bserved global

without extreme events.

warming, suggesting a role for global biases in the discrepancy in

If the frequency of extreme events is set to a constant histor-

observed and modelled ice trends (Roach et al., 2020; Rosenblum

ical frequency and affects only reproduction, on average across

& Eisenman, 2017). Regional trends, particularly the observed de-

the five climate scenarios and six decades (2050−2100), the global

crease in the Bellingshausen Sea and the expansion in the Ross

population medians with extreme events decrease by ~12% relative

Sea, are also not typically captured in the models (Hobbs et al.,

to the median without extreme events. This percentage decrease

2016). However, some models, such as the CESM1 used in this

is larger when the extreme events affect both reproduction and

study (Section 2), compare well with observations in, for exam-

survival: 18%. For example, under the 1.5°C Scenario, by 2100,

ple, the annual cycle (Eayrs et al., 2020; Raphael et al., 2020), re-

170,000 breeding pairs are projected without extreme events,

gional and seasonal ice distributions (Jenouvrier et al., 2020), and

while 150,226 and 136,507 breeding pairs are projected if extreme

the relationship of ice to the Amundsen Sea Low (Landrum et al.,

events affect only reproduction, or both reproduction and survival

2017). Additionally, CESM simulations indicate that internal ocean

respectively.

variability can drive increasing sea ice despite rising GHGs (Singh

If the frequency of extreme events depends on sea ice, and in-

et al., 2019). The range of Antarctic sea ice conditions relevant for

creases in the future, the difference in the percentage decrease in an

the emperor penguin simulated by the CESM Large Ensemble (Kay

environment with and without extreme events is ~24%, and 29% on

et al., 2015) overlaps very well with the range of observations

average across climate scenarios and decades if the extreme event

over the historical period, except in a few regions and seasons of

affects only reproduction or both reproduction and survival, re-

the penguin annual cycle for which the population growth rate re-

spectively. For example, under the 4.3°C Scenario, by 2080, 50,359

sponse to sea conditions is small (see figures 1 and 2 in Jenouvrier

breeding pairs are projected without extreme events, while 14,813

et al., 2020; Section 2).

and 12,111 breeding pairs are projected if the extreme events af-

Future projections consistently simulate Antarctic sea ice

fect only reproduction or both reproduction and survival, respec-

loss across seasons, suggesting a predictable GHG-forced signal.

tively. However, the median global population trajectories do not

Although there is considerable structural model uncertainty in the

differ between scenarios (with or without extreme events) when

magnitude of projected sea ice loss, the sign of change is consistent,

dramatic loss of sea ice leads to the global population extinction

and ~75% of CMIP5 models reach a near ice-free state in February

(e.g., 4.3°C Scenario by 2100), or sea ice loss is minimal and the sea

under RCP8.5 forcing by 2100 (Collins et al., 2013). The influence of

ice-dependent frequency of extreme events is very small (e.g., 1.5°C

forcing scenario is apparent in sea ice projections, and multi-model

Scenario).

means clearly diverge by 2100 (Roach et al., 2020).

The impact of extreme events at regional scales is complex

Figure 3 details sea ice concentrations anomalies relative to

(Figure 5), and the regional population dynamics differ among ex-

historical levels across all seasons of the penguin life cycle and all

treme scenarios when projected sea ice losses are large (4.3°C

emperor penguin colonies simulated by CESM. Sea ice concentra-

Scenario) and the frequency of extreme events is proportional to

tions are clearly projected to decline, with differences amongst

sea ice loss. For example, in the Ross Sea, emperor penguin habitat

climate scenarios increasing over time, with most median tra-

is projected to be unsuitable 10 years earlier (around ~2050) when

jectories starting to diverge around 2050. As such, by 2050, the

sea ice-dependent extreme events are included (Figure S2). As such,

differences amongst scenarios is relatively small with Antarctic

emperor penguins disperse to other regions, and regional increases

sea ice declining by 23% (median across seasons and colonies)

are projected in the Indian Ocean and western Pacific Ocean, and

under Scenario 4.3°C (RCP8.5) and 13% under Scenario 2.0°C

the Amundsen Sea and Bellingshausen Sea. However, since none of

(Paris agreement) (Table S2). However, by 2100, under Scenario

these regions provide sustainable habitat, movements amongst col-

4.3°C, Antarctic sea ice concentrations at colonies are projected

onies results in large global population declines (Figure S2; Figures

to decline by ~63% relative to historical levels. In contrast, under

4 and 5).

Scenario 2.0°C, the percent decline in sea ice concentrations is
19% by 2100.

Despite a strong impact of extreme events on the population dynamics of emperor penguins, the number of quasi-extinct colonies
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differs among extreme scenarios only in a few cases (Table S3).

For short time horizons of foreseeable future, the 3Rs are still

Including historical frequency of extreme events has little effect on

projected to be low, with at least two-thirds of colonies being quasi-

the number of quasi-extinct colonies, but sea ice-dependent fre-

extinct by 2050 under all emissions scenarios resulting from current

quency of extreme events could substantially change the status of

energy system trends and policies (70% colonies under Scenario

several colonies, for example, eight colonies change by 2080 under

4.3°C and Scenario 2.6°C, 65% colonies under Scenario 2.4°C

the 4.3°C Scenario. These eight colonies are located in the Weddell

and Scenario 2.0°C by 2050; Table S2, Figure S4). Even with Paris

Sea and Ross Sea, and are all projected to be quasi-extinct with the

Agreement pledges to keep emissions “relatively low” by 2035, or

extreme sea ice-dependent scenarios, while they are projected to

achieve neutrality by 2050, the 3Rs measure remains below 38%,

be only endangered or vulnerable without extreme events. It is im-

even by 2050, because of projected losses of representation and

portant to note that whilst the proportion of quasi-extinct colonies

resiliency.

does not vary much at the continental scale between extreme event

The extreme event scenarios affect the 3Rs in complex ways

scenarios, extreme events do change the dynamics of the status of

(Figure 8). Although extreme events affect the global population

endangerment at each colony (Figure 6).

size negatively and reduce resiliency (Figure 4), redundancy, and
representation may increase due to complex dispersive processes

3.5 | Emperor penguins and 3Rs

driving local and regional population dynamics (Figures 5 and 6).
For example, population movement occurs from the Ross Sea to
the Indian Ocean and western Pacific Ocean, and to the Amundsen

The 3Rs (resiliency, redundancy, and representation) describe the

Sea and Bellingshausen Sea by mid-century. Sea ice-dependent ex-

demography, spatial distribution, and the diversity of ecological set-

treme events can increase representation and redundancy as the

tings that are important factors contributing to species persistence

regional populations increase, reducing the number of colonies that

by allowing for various qualitative and quantitative methods to as-

go quasi-extinct.

sess each of these conservation principles (Smith et al., 2018; Wolf

Overall, the 3Rs are most often reduced by extreme events,

et al., 2015) (Section 2; Figure 7). Here, the highest value (100%)

especially if extremes are not sea ice dependent. Cases including

represents maximum resiliency (the global population has not de-

extreme events but showing almost no change in the averaged 3Rs

clined relative to its initial size), or maximum redundancy (none of

measure only occur when the frequency of extreme events is very

the colonies are quasi-extinct), or maximum representation (no

small (i.e., under low emission scenarios when the frequency is sea

ecological setting will eventually disappear). The USFWS does not

ice-dependent).

specify minimum acceptable thresholds for resiliency, redundancy,
and representation, and there is currently no consensus on how to
quantify the 3Rs all together. To summarize the impact of global
warming on the 3Rs, we average these three percentage measures

3.6 | Recommendations for the protection of
species endangered by climate change

to provide an overall quantification of the 3Rs across climate and demographic scenarios, and for different lengths of time into the fore-

Our results show that the longer current GHG emissions levels con-

seeable future. This simple 3Rs measure (Figures 9 and 10) should

tinue, the more certain that sea ice loss and climate-driven signals in

be interpreted alongside and in context with the individual measures

population dynamics become (Figure 9). By 2050, the emperor pen-

(3Rs, Figure 8).

guin will be in danger of extinction throughout a significant portion

The 3Rs are projected to decline dramatically throughout the

of its range regardless of emission scenario. By 2100, our projections

century across emission scenarios (Figures 8 and 9). The loss of the

diverge, depending upon emission scenario (Figure 9); as such, under

3Rs will be larger for higher emission climate scenarios and becomes

emissions scenarios resulting from current energy system trends

larger for longer time horizons of a foreseeable future. For example,

and policies, including under our new Scenario 2.6°C, the emperor

by 2080, the 3Rs measure is 23% for Scenario 2.4°C (RCP4.5) but

penguin will be in danger of extinction throughout its entire range.

only 7% for Scenario 4.3°C (RCP8.5), and the 3Rs decline from 34%

Accordingly, we recommend that the emperor penguin should now

in 2050 to 1% in 2100 under Scenario 4.3°C (Figure 9). Specifically,

be listed as threatened under the ESA.

all ecological settings will eventually disappear by 2100 under all

An ESA listing would provide emperor penguins with important

emissions scenarios resulting from current energy system trends

benefits, in addition to ensuring that US Federal agencies’ activities

and policies (Figure 5; Table S2). The global population growth rate

(including GHG emissions) do not jeopardize the species or their

is projected to decrease regardless of the climate and demographic

habitat. Listing would highlight that without stronger reductions of

scenarios, with resiliency between 53% and 73% in 2050, and be-

GHG emissions, the emperor penguin will move toward local and

tween 1% and 54% by 2100, depending upon the GHG emission

possibly global extinction. Listing would spur research and pro-

scenario. For example, under Scenario 2.4°C, the global population

mote international cooperation on conservation strategies, increase

growth rate is projected to decrease by 1% per year by 2080—a half-

funding including personnel and training assistance for conserva-

life of 47 years (Table S2).

tion programs, and provide concrete tools for threat reductions.
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For example, it would provide a mechanism to evaluate and reduce

for thoughtful discussions. We acknowledge support of NASA

harm to emperor penguins by US fisheries operating in the region

(80NSSC20K1289) to SJ, MH, and of NSF—OPP (1744794) to SJ, ML.

managed by the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic
Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) that might inadvertently lead

C O N FL I C T O F I N T E R E S T

to changes in the ecosystem's trophic structure. This is significant

Two co-authors, Shaye Wolf and Noah Greenwald, are employees

since the United States is the world's largest consumer of krill prod-

and members of the non-profit conservation organization that pe-

ucts and toothfish products (Dissostichus spp.). The United States

titioned the Fish and Wildlife Service to consider the scientific case

is a Member of CCAMLR and Party to the Antarctic Treaty System,

for listing the emperor penguin under the Endangered Species Act.

both of which promote conservation, regulate human activities, fa-

They do not stand to gain or lose financially through this publication.

cilitate spatial protection, and allow for the designation of specially

The other authors declare no competing interests.

protected species. The protection of emperor penguins under the
ESA could play an influential role in these international conservation

AU T H O R C O N T R I B U T I O N

management fora, and policy decisions.

SJ and PT conceived of and designed the study. SJ performed the

Ultimately, the most important action to ensure the continued

demographic analysis, MH computed the sea ice forecasts, ML, PF,

viability of emperor penguins is to rapidly reduce GHG emissions to

PT estimated the observed frequency of extreme events. JC, SW re-

limit further warming (Figure 10). Near-term climate policy decisions

viewed the policy literature with the help of NG. SJ, PT, JC, SW, MH,

during this decade that successfully achieve the Paris Agreement

SL, BW wrote the manuscript; SJ, PF, MH produced the figures. All

targets would provide refugia for the emperor penguin, halting

authors contributed substantially to the interpretation of the results

dramatic global population declines. In the Antarctic, the emperor

and edited the manuscript.

penguin is now the proverbial “canary in the coal mine”; that is, it is a
sentinel species (Boersma, 2008) sensitive to the effects of climate
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change, through sea ice, and is thus a leading signal of the impacts

The demographic data (capture–recapture and breeding success)

that may be expected for other species. Moreover, the emperor

used to build the sea ice-dependent meta-population models in previ-

penguin also signals how well global society is acting to control GHG

ous studies (Barbraud & Weimerskirch, 2001; Jenouvrier et al., 2010,

emissions. The future of emperor penguins and all biota on earth

2012, 2014, 2017) are available upon reasonable request from C.

ultimately depends upon the decisions made today (Rintoul et al.,

Barbraud and S. Jenouvrier. Sea ice model projection data are avail-

2018).

able from the Earth System Grid through the Climate Data Gateway at
the National Center for Atmospheric Research. All datasets and code
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The world is facing a profound climate crisis and we need to act now
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to avoid the most catastrophic impacts; global society must there-
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fore listen to science and meet the moment (Biden, 2021). Natural
systems provide the ecosystem services that support people and
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quires legal frameworks that are appropriate to protect them based
on the best available scientific evidence. Long-term ecological stud-
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